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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUC'fiON 
Intake policies and procedures are extremely important tf 
any agency. It is at tr1is point that the client has his firsr 
contact with the agency and the agency has its 1·irst contact rl 
with tne client. At this time the agency must decide whetheri 
:! 
or not its resources can meet the client's needs, and tenta- '' 
I 
' tive plans for future treatment are worked out. The nature o 
the services offered by the agency determines the intake poli 
cies that it must follow. Therefore the agency must have in-1 
take policies in keeping with their services and function in 
order to insure the efficient use of the services by the 
community. 
In an institution for children such as the Emma Pendle-
ton Bradley Home, the importance of the intake function can 
be clearly seen. If effective intake policies were not used, i! 
the institution would soon become crowded with children who 
would not fit into the program of1'ered and thus would not 
benefit from the services. 
the 
' 
The interdependence between the child being treated and 
institution treating him cannot be overlooked when con- f! 
,, 
" sidering the importance of the intake process to the insti tu-11 ,, 
tion as a whole. 
Purpose of the Study. The purpose of this thesis is to 
study the use of the intake interview in considering applica-
tiona for admission to the Emma Pendleton Home. In studying 
this it will be necessary to determine what criteria are used 
in reaching these decisions. It will also be necessary to 
examine the way in which these criteria. are applied to the 
individual case. 
Scope ~Method. This study is based on the intake 
interviews of all aplicants who were 
ii 
seen at the Bradley Homeli 
I' during the period of January 1, 19.50 and December 31, 19.51. li 
li 
A total of one hundred and thirty-six applicants were seen 
during this time. These intake interviews were first exa-
mined to determine whether the child's application was ac-
cepted and the name placed on the waiting list or rejected. 
They were then examined and classified according to the 
schedule, see Appendix B. 
The writer then reviewed the literature about intake 
policies. To determine what spect[c intake policies were 
used at the Bradley Home the writer interviewed the members 
!I j, 
,, 
II 
il 
!i 
I' II 
II 
jl 
~ I 
:i 
of the Intake Committee and surveyed the policies as publishe~. 
II The case studies were analyzed to determine how the criteria ji 
for deciding whether or not to admit a child were applied to !I 
the specific case. 
2 
Limitations, No applications made by mail where the 
child was not seen were used in this study. These were eli-
minated from the study because there were no intake inter-
views in these cases, The kind of information received in 
these applications varied widely depending on who was refer-
ring the child. 
The writer did not evaluate the interviews from the 
standpoint of the workers 1 role or the dynamics of the intake :1 
" interview. This was not done because the interviews are re-
corded according to a prescribed form so that most of this 
type of information does not appear in the recorded inter-
views, and was beyond the scope of this study. 
===9f==============~-~~-
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CHAPTER II 
I 
ji THE EMMA PENDLETON BRADLEY HOME: DISCUSSION OF THE FUNCTION 
AND DIAGNOSTIC PROBLEMS TREATED 
,, The Emma Pendleton Bradley Home was founded under an 
II endowment left by Mr. and Mrs. George Lathrop Bradley as a 
,, ' 
li memorial to their only child, Emma Pendleton Bradley. It wasi: 
'II opened as a new and unique children 1 s hospital in April 1831. i! 
,I The Home is operated by a board of elected trustees as an in- i] 
1
'1 dependent, non-profit children's service. ji 
I I i The physical plant consists of a modern fireproof build-lj 
I I 
II ing with a capacity for fifty-four chi~dren, well-equipped I 
li i 
I! school rooms, a nursery school, children • s library and recre-
1
, 
ij ,, 
' ,, 
! ation room, and the necessary, but inconspicuous, hospi ta,.;. II 
I I' ! :1 i treatment and examination rooms, laboratories and offices. !.'
1
! 
li 
i! Surrounding the bui~ding are forty acres of largely wooded il 
i I 
,,· grounds which also contain playing fields, a secluded pond II 
il I I I for swimming and skating, .!'.i.cnic areas, an outdoor fireplace,', 
'I ' II and ample room for all vigorous supervised outdoor sports and i 
:I 
' 11 games unhampered by near neighbors or other restrictions. 1: 
!i The Bradley Home offers all chiJ.dren who are at the Home II 
:1 ,, 
I' psychiatric study and treatment, complete medical supervision,jl 
,[ special schooJ.ing, sympathetic guidanee in helping the child , 
II to learn to take care of him:celf and to mingle successfully 
with others, and a well-rounded recreational program. 
4 
5 
' ~~ _ ~cc#~-~~~ ·--~== 
Parents of these children are encouraged to accept case work :i 
:i 
:I or~ychiatric treatment, either at the Bradley Home or througr 
outside agencies while their children are at Bradley Home, 
successful treatment requires tnat work be carried on with 
the family as well as the child. 
Treatment at tne Bradley Home is available to boys and 
ji 
asli 
ii 
girls under twelve years of age if their intelligence is 
,, 
ii 
apparently normal, if they require the type of treatment of- ii 
!I 
fared at the Home and if they and their families will presum-~! 
ably benefit from it. 
The types of cases primarily accepted for study and 
treatment are those that come under the heading of behavior 
disorders, neuroses, psychoses and convulsive disorders. No 
child is accepted solely because of school failure or physi-
cal disability, but if the child is suffering from some emo-
tional disorder in conjunction with these, he would be 
eligible for admission. No child is accepted merely for 
porary boarding or custodial placement, on court order or 
other legal commitment, or for training of the type required 
for mentally retarded children. 
Upon admission a very thorough history covering 
all medical, psychiatric and developmental aspects of 
a patient's previous life is taken and suoolemented 
by information obtained from physicians, clinics, and 
any agencies to whom the child may nave been known, 
in the past. During the first few days in the hospi-
tal complete physical and neurological examinations 
are carried out and extensive laboratory investigations 
are completed as promptly as possible. This includes 
studies of blood elements, blood chemistry, urine and 
fecal analysis, serology, and bacteriology. An electro-
encephalogram is obtained for each child during this 11 
early period also. Psychological examination, includ- 'I 
ing a number of tests to determine the patient's intel- 1: 
lectual capacity, is made and adapted to each child 1 s ', 
age and developmental level. In certain cases so-called i! 
"projective techniques" are also applied. The staff of 11 
the hospital has a twenty-four hour opportunity to ob- 1[ 
serve each youngster's ability in caring for himself and 
1
1 
capability in adjusting to other individuals, both adult~l 
,, 
and groups of children. Where indicated and in so far 
as the size of the staff permits, series of individual 
interviews with each child are arranged, at first for 
observation and subsequently for therapeutic reasons. 
On the basis of what is learned during the study 
period, treatment is prescribed and carried out. This 11 
includes all necessary medical and dietary prescriptions~1 
psychotherapy in the group or individually, and guidance !I 
interviews arranged for as many parents as possible. '! 
Comprehensive running notes on the basis of observation i1 
are kept by both members of the resident medical staff II 
and the nurses and children's guides. Following the 
study period and after the initial response to treatment ,i 
has been noted, each individual child's case is presente4 
for careful analysis in a professional staff conference. li 
Study and treatment beyond what has been enumerated is 11 
always carried out by the readily available consulting 
staff. All study and treatment is carried on in an 
atmosphere of warm friendliness in which each child is 
able to pursue a daily course of life adjusted to his 
capabilities, including attendance at school, partici-
pation in a full program of sports and recreation, 
general training and experience in caring for himself 
and his belongings, both alone and in association with 
others. 
All children who are able to accept and profit 
from it are given school instruction. There is no 
regular school term, as teaching is carried on through-
out the year. Standard units of instruction are used, 
and in most cases children are able to have regular 
school placement on discharge • 
•••••• The length of stay is entirely dependent 
upon the progress of the individual case. There is no 
restriction as to length of stay and the children are 
6 
kept as long--and only as long--as it seems that treat-
ment at the Bradley Home is being helpful to them, As 
a matter of actual experience, the maximum stay is 
generally two years1and the greater number stay six months to one year. 
During the year 1950 there were thirty-three children 
admitted to the Bradley Home. According to the Annual Report li 
1, 
of that year the children admitted were diagnosed as follows: 11 
TABLE I. 
PATIENTS ADMITTED TO 'rHE EMMA PENDLETON BRADLE.'Y HOME 
DURING THE YEAR 1950a 
Diagnosis 
Behavior disorder 
Schizophrenia 
Convulsive disorder 
Conversion hysteria 
Anxiety neurosis 
Total 
Number of Children 
a Source: Annual Report for 1950, Emma Pendleton Bradley 
Home, 
,, 
' 
I 
,I 
'I b This total includes three patients with multiple diagnoses. 11 
II 
Since these five clinical classifications are ' 'I represent-!! 
,, 
ative of the child population of the Bradley Home it will 
I 1 Purposes and Functions of the Bradley ~' pp. 5-7 
7 
I 
1 help in our consideration of the problem to discuss the 
1 general characteristics of the children in each category. 
The classical picture of the child who has been diagnoser 
as having a behavior disorder is the extremely aggressive ' 
li 
child who acts out his impulses. He does this because he has!i 
He is neither restrained from within 11 a deficient super-ego. II 
I 
nor, since he has -poor perception of and adaptation to real- 1 
ity, held back by social controls. The aggression is a re-
action to the restrictions and frustrations of the early 
environment. Since these children are rejected and do not 
have adequate experience with love they are not able to in-
ternalize parental attitudes and prohibitions. Displacement 
and internalization take place only partially, if at all, so 
that these children continue to act out their impulses with-
out inner restraints. All primary behavior disorders have 
the pattern of trying to provoke. These children expect 
punishment for their activity but will try to dodge it if 
I II 
II 
:i 
" II 
they can.- They enjoy their anti-social behavior which is theil 
expression of their impulses, but they do not enjoy the con- :1 
sequences unless 
gratification. 2 
the~:~e happen to fall in with an ins tine tual il 
'I 
1: 
l! !l 
" 
2 Gordon Hamilton, Psychotherapy and Child Guidance, pp. 48-7~ 
' 
8 
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li 
1: 
I 
The child with a primary behavior disorder is 
selfish and self-centered. Continuing to want in-
fantile gratifications, he becomes angry if others 
receive more than he does. For the same reason he 
finds it hard to accept routines and disciplines of 
any kind, and tends to project blame for his misdeeds : 
on others. Such a child is forever dema~ding, wheedling~ 
wangling, and dodging the expected blow.j ii 
li 
The dynamics of schizophrenia in children is not clearlyi
1 
~ ! 
understood at this time. Kanner has found that there is a 
great deal of obsessiveness in the family background. In the 
group of families he worked with he found few really warm-
hearted mothers and fathers. 
For the most part the antecedents and collaterals 
are persons strongly preoccupied with abstractions of 
a scientific, literary, or artistic nature and limited 
in genuine interests in people. Even some of the h~p­
piest marriages are rather cold and formal affairs.4 
In making a diagnosis of schizophrenia in children a 
ifferent set of criteria is generally used than that applied 
to the adult schizophrenic. Bradley and Bowen compiled the 
I following 
I 
list of eight behavior characteristics for children~ 
1. Seclusiveness 
2. Irritability when seclusiveness was disturbed. 
,3 •• Daydreaming 
4 Bizarre behavior 
5. Diminution iniDllber of personal interests 
6. Regressive nature of personal interests 
7. Sensitivity to comment and criticism 
8. Physical inactivity 
The subdivisions used in adult schizophrenia cannot be 
used for children. Despert has worked out the following 
division for childhood schizophrenia. 
sub- :j 
'I 
:! 
.3 Ibid. p. 49 4 Leo Kanner, Child Psychiatry, p. 720 
9 
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I 
Cases with acute onset. The patients, mostly older 
;: 
children, had made a reasonably good adjustment prior to ill-:j 
ness. They got along well at home and in school and in some , 
j! 
,, instances were regarded with pride as models of conduct and 
li 
studiousness. This, however, was based on the child's sub- il 
missiveness and desire for perfection. Within a short periodil 
' 
there was a marked drop in scholastic efficiency. The abilitt 
to concentrate decreased and there may be associated physical·: 
1 
complaints. This is followed by a turbulent psychotic condi-.: 
il 
tion with acute anxiety, sleep disorder, motor restlessness, 
disturbance of speech, occasional hallucinations, general 
perplexity, bizarre bodily sensation, and loss of contact 
ith people in the environment. Gradual improvement can fol-
low, usually with a return to functioning on a similar level 
ather than a complete remission. 
Cases ~ insidious onset. This characterized by a 
gradual withdrawal from affective contact with people, pro-
gressive loss of interest in play and increasing tendency to 
brood. Speech becomes increasingly autistic and thinking 
loses normal plasticity. Range of content is narrowed to 
matters of personal concern. There is preoccupation with 
abstract concepts such as calendar dates, position of the 
planets, names of animals, etc. There is also impulsive 'I 
1: 
aggressiveness and destructiveness plus the drive for II storing I 
10 
objects of no concrete value such as bits of string.5 
I, 
The classification of convulsive disorders includes all ,i 
the different forms of epilepsy. These include the grand ma1Ji 
petit mal and psychic equivalent. 
The grand mal attacks are the convulsions characterized 
by loss of consciousness, abnormal mo:tor discharges and term-~, 
ination in drowsiness or sleep. The convulsions may be pre-
ceded by an aura; a warning or sign in the sensory, motor, 
visceral orpsychic area. The aura is terminated by loss of 
consciousness, the patient falls and there is contraction of 
the whole body. This is the tonic phase. This is followed 
by the clonic phase. This consists of jerking, kicking, ir-
regular movements of the extremities, the tongue may be bit-
ten, eyes frequently roll upward. I The pallor at the onset of: 
the attack is soon replaced by redness and later by cyanosis 
as a result of spasms of the respiratory muscles. The con- j
1 
,, 
vulsion is followed by a few minutes to several hours of pro- 1 ; II 
found sleep following which consciousness is gradually re-
gained. There is complete amnesia for every attack although 
the aura is frequently remembered. 6 
I' 
The petit mal attacks are characterized by very brief 
lapses of consciousness without convulsions. The patient may:, 
I 
5 Ibid. p. 49 
6 Maslow & Mettelemann, Principles of Abnormal Psychology, 
pp. 523-525 
11 
stand rigidly or keep doing what he was doing before the 
attack; he may drop things, turn pale, mumble, utter curious 
and irrelevant phrases or make chomping movements with his 
mouth. He then resumes activity as if nothing had happened 
and has no recollection of the event. 
The psychic equivalents are occurrences in some epilep-
tic persons which are manifested in the form of temporary 
clouding of consciousness with automatic motor performances 
which are not remembered by the patient.7,8 
1 In discussing the emotional factors involved for the 
epileptic child, Leo Kanner states: 
Epilepsy, as any other chronic illness, creates 
problems of emotional adjustment. The child is con-
fronted with innumerable difficulties: his own eval-
uation and acceptance of the seizures, the family's 
attitude toward ttle seizures, the effect of the sei-
zures on his school attendance and relation to his 
playmates, repeated visits to a physician or clinic, 
constant medication, restriction of activity in which 
otr1er children may indulge with impunity, the feeling 
of being "different" and being treated differently from 
other cnildren. 
All these problems impose on the child demands 
for continuous adjustments and readjustments which 
go far beyond anything to which an ordinary child is 
exposed. One must also consider that temper tantrums 
and other explosive acts of some epileptic children 
may represent "psychic equivalents," that tney are 
seizures of dysrhythmic discharges rather than direct 
emotional responses to life situations. Since the 
patient, of course, does not know this, her personality 
7 Ibid 
8 Leo Kanner, Child Psychiatry, pp. 307-314 
12 
and socially unacceptable acts may fill him with a 
tremendous sense of guilt and anxiety. 
But, over and above all this, it must be con-
ceded that an epileptic cnild, just as any other 
child, can be secure and insecure, happy or unhappy, 
tense or relaxed, depending on parental attitudes 
toward him and not only toward his seizures. He can 
be an accepted, loved, overprotected, rejected, 
coerced, or neglected child. I have encountered all 
of these varieties in epileptic as well as non-
epileptic children and nave found similar responses 
in both groups.9 
I' Conversbn hysteria is based upon an unconscious substi- :j 
:: 
tutive reaction in which there is no conscious association of'l 
I ~ 
the symptom with a repressed emotionally loaded si tuation.lO 11 
The symptoms are attempted defenses against instinctual de-
sires which threaten to break through. Hysteria in all its 
manifestations is tt1e distorted expression of unconscious 
mental conflict. 
In discussing the dynamics of the hysterical personality!! 
English and Pearson state: 
True psychosexual development is not normal in hy-
steria ••••• The persistent infantile trends that go 
to make up the hysterical character have largely 
cen.tered about events that have taken place between 
the age when the normal O~dipus complex has to be 
solved. In other words, the hysteric is said to 
suffer i'rom reminiscences which are centered mainly 
about events occurring in family life between the 
ages of four to six. It is at this time that the 
childish affection for the parent of the opposite 
sex is at its height. This parent is for one child, 
at this particular period, its choice of love object. 
Hysterical individuals have never relinquished this 
9 Ibid. p. 325-326 
Ibid. p. 60 
13 
object choice in phantasy, or having partially 
relinquished it they return t£ it later in life as 
the result of disappointment. 1 
So we say the character of the hysteric is 
infantile. They demand a great deal of attention, 
they are sensitive to daily and necessary frustra-
tions, they have a feeling of inferiority, they have 
a great craving for expressions of love, they are 
changeable in their affections, they lack capacity to 
love in an adult altruistic way, they only wish to 
receive love ••••••• They relive their childish con-
flicts over in adult life in the manner of a repeti-
tion compulsion, with partial disregard of reality •••• 
In the genesis o1' the attack we see that cer-
tain things have taken place psychologically:-
1. Deprivation with resulting anxiety 
2. Introversion or withdrawal of libido and 
failure to retain contact with the environ-
ment and maintain relationship with those 
in the environment. 
). Regression to an earlier mode of reaction--
illness and helplessness, coupled with 
infantile phantasies. 4. Return of the repressed, Oedipal wishes, 
5. Symptom formation as the solution of the 
conflict,l2 
There is a reason for each manifestation of the illness 
although this is not always easily understood. The organ 
used ia symbolically significant in relation to the basic 
conflict. 
Anxiety neurosis in children is not caused by one single,; 
traumatic event in the child's life. It is caused rather by 
the constant element of some withdrawal of love or threat of 
~uch loss or inconsistency of discipline. This is often 
11 English and Pearson, Common Neuroses of Children and 
Adults, p. 221 
12 Ibid. p. 223 
,, 
combined with immoderate or seductive affection. The help-
I 
less child may become intensely hostile to the people on whom1, 
he is dependent, who are stronger than he, whom he needs to 
love and who set his goals and ideals. The fact that the 
figures which menace are those closest to the child increases 
his sense of helplessness. Thus he fears retribution for his!! 
hO~ile feelings and he is helpless in the face of these 
threats. This conflict leads to a great devaluation of self 
i' ,, 
,, 
I' 
i 
and to a strong feeling of worthlessness and guilt. In these:, 
ircwnstances trawnatic experiences such as severe illness, 
I 
esertion by the parents, accidents, are felt to be punishment~ 
for the hostility and worthlessness and further threaten the 
ij 
personality structure. This anxiety is seen in children tak-
ing many forms from the simple phobia, anxiety in specific 
areas or situations to a generalized state of anxiety in which 
ego functioning may be seriously impaired. In children the 
anxiety is 
which they 
almost always found related 
find themselves. 13• 14 
to the situation in 
13 Gordon Hamilton, Psychotherapy ~Child Guidance, p. 84 
14 Maslow and Mettleman, Principles £! Abnormal Psychology, 
pp. 53-4 
15 
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CHAPTER III 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
" 1,1 There has been little written about intake policies and !! 
procedures in agencies wi1ose function is to treat the mal-
adjusted child on either an in-patient or an out-patient 
I basis. To study this process, therefore, it has been neces-
1 
' I 
sary to draw upon the findings in the field of social work as· 
a whole and determine from this what is applicable to this 
special situation. 
In considering the intake process there are certain 
basic concepts that seem to be unusually applicable. 
Beatrice z. Levey states: 
••••• certain concepts on intake are gradually becom-
ing more crystallized, and there is general accept-
ance of at least two of them: 
(1) That intake is the most important point of 
contact psychologically, since it affects the agency, 
the client, and the community. 
(2) That, becauseof this, the intake job needs 
to be done by a person possessing the greatest skills • 
••••• We have learned that it is at the point of intake 
that we need to keep before us our concepts of: (1) the function of our particular agency in terms of 
its value to the client; (2) the necessity for constant 
interpretation of the agency to the community; and (3) the agency's present place in the community and 
what its future place is to be, as defined by our ideal~ 
and leadership.! 
16 
1 Beatrice z. Levey, "The Extent of the Intake Interview," 
The Family, 14:268, 1933 ~~==~=~~======~=~==c~~~~~== ;j 
II ,, 
jl 
I 
,I 
I 
II 
! 
Similarly Herbert H. Aptekar states: 
o--~---~·­
' 
Only intake which is consistent with future treatment 
and which is based upon philosophy of treatment com-
parable to that prevailing in an agency can have mean-
ing and value for those who carry out future treatment. ' 
Intake based upon one philosophy and treatment based 
upon another must involve discrepancies and difficul-
ties if not an actually destructive state of affairs. 
To the extent that treatment is based upon information, 
an informative intake interview is called for •••• 
Intake practices appear to be based upon three 
factors: 
1. Definition of agency function 
2. Philosophy of case work 
3. Type of treatment given by agency 
.~ ••••• From a case work standpoint •••••• agency 
function would be defined on the basis of case work 
needs arising first from the nature of the reality 
problems with which the client is confronted, and 
second, from the character of the client's projection 
.of his problem--that is to say, the problem as the 
client sees it, the need as the client sees it is the 
point of entry into any case.2 
••••••• Most workers would agree that in applica-
tion we notice and accept rather than explore the 
client'~ feeling, initiate a friendly, working--rather 
than an intensive--relationship, clarify the situa-
tion only sufficiently to see if it is appropriate 
for us, find out what the applicant has done about it, 
and what he wants to do or wants us to do about it, 
and give him some idea of our probable role. Applica-
tion interviews should create a condition of mutual 
cQnfidence, allow for a tentative diagnosis of the area 
of the difficulty, and a preliminary estimate of the 
client's and the agency's cspacity to deal with it.3 
When the parent comes to the agency to ask for help with 
i. 
I; 
2 Herbert H. Apetakar, "The Continuity of Intake and 
Process," 18:19-22, March, 1937 
Treatment 
3 Gordon Hamilton, Theory and Practice of Social Case Work, 
p. 65 
17 
the child, he brings the same feelings and reactions as a 
person seeking any other service from an agency. In addition'i 
' to this, however, he brings a certain amount of guilt in ask-, 
ing for help with his child and "a real fear of what that 
help will cost, not only in money but in personal integrity~4 
i 
Also involved are the parent's feelings about separation from: 
' the child and the giving over of responsibility for the child:: 
to an outside organization. If these cannot be effectually 
met in the intake process, so that the parent can be freed to' 
participate constructively in the planning, the parent will 
be unable to meet the problem and deal with it effectively.5 
In the clinical setting the value of the intake proce-
dure as a distinct preparatory process by which the patient 
moves into the sustained treatment contact has been recog-
nized and is utilized extensively, especially in the Mental 
Hygiene Clinics of the Veterans Administration,6 In this 
situation the basic principles of intake procedure are fol-
lowed, modified slightly to fit the setting of the out-pati-
ent adult mental hygiene clinic. Kurt Freudenthal states: 
4 Saul Hofstein, "A Casework Approach to Camp Intake and 
Follow-up," Journal of Social Casework, 28, July, 1947. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Anita norowitz Winsten, The Role of a Social Worker in a 
Veterans Administration:-x-stuQ¥ 0? the Dynamics of tEe-
Intake Process in Cases of Veterans 1resenting Psychoso-
matic Symptoms,-rl951), pp, 19-20. 
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•••••• It should be remembered that the basic function 
of Intake in social agency practice is to ascertain 
whether services rendered are wanted and can be used 
as such, by an applicant • 
••••• The recognition of the oneness of the patient's 
course through Intake into the clinic and the full 
utilization of the momentum of the Intake process by 
the psychiatrist is likely to contribute to early 
effectiveness of his treatment. Adequate Intake 
material thus used should aid the psychiatrist's diag-
nostic understanding as well as in determining his 
initial differential therapeutic approach.7 
In the residential treatment of emotionally disturbed 
children the decision following the intake contact, as to 
whether or not the child should be accepted for treatment is 
an especially serious one. All writers agree that institu-
tional placement should be made only if out-patient treatment': 
ii 
and care can not be effective. Arthur Fink states that the 
social worker's first duty at the time of application to an !i 
il 
instituion "is to clarify for the applicant what the institu-:' 
ion offers." 
If an agency 
applicant is 
it, referral 
means should 
the child in 
in the community has the service the 
seeking and is better equipped to offer 
should be made to that source. Every 
be taken to k~ep the family intact and 
his own home. 
In a dmilar vein Howard Hopkirk, in discussing institu-
tional placements of children, states: 
7 Kurt Freudenthal, 11The Contribution of the Social Work 
Intake Process to the Psychiatric Treatment Situation," 
Journal of Psychiatric Social !££!, 20:22-4, September 
8 Arthur E. Fink, The Field of Social ~' p. 93 
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Intake service finds the child and his family at a 
crossroads. Institutional care is only one of sev-
eral courses which may be taken. The social worker 
should be familiar with all LPossibilities for place-
men!T·······and quite ready to guide the child else-
where unless institutional care is clearly indicated • 
•••••••• In considering the needs of both child and 
parent, the worker must guard against the possibility 
of being over-influenced in favor of some plan desired 
by a parent or other interested person.9 
In discussing the problems of determining which child 
needs institutional placement rather than out-patient treat-
j ment and/or foster home placement, Rudolf Herschberg states 
that the child's problems must arise with regard to group 
situations in order to justify institutional placement. 
The need for institutional placement presupposes the 
existence of two conditions: the necessity for re-
moving a child from his present situation (social 
maladjustment) and the impossibility of substituting 
a non-institutional environment to take care of the 
child's individual needs. Removal from the present 
environment may be found advisable for two reasons: 
it may be either in the interest of the child or may 
be necessary to safeguard the group as in cases of 
"aggressive reaction."lO 
In defining the group associations to which the child 
must adjust Herschberg states that the first group situation 
'I 
into which every child grows is the family, and adjustment toi 
! 
one's family is the first social duty the child must perform.': 
The school is the second group situation confronting the 
growing child, the third is the community. Maladjustment in 
9 Howard w. Hopkirk, Institutions Serving Children, p. 136-7 
0 Rudolf Herschberg, "Placement of Maladjusted 
Controlled Environment," American Journal of 
tr , 2:307, 1941. 
Children in a 
Orthopsychia- '' 
-,~=~-~ 
i! 
,, 
'I ,, 
~01 any on~-: ~:b~:a-tion or tbaaa "'" oalla ,,: ~rao~ant, 
but it is the degree •nd qualitative manifestations of this 
--_-lf-
' 
maladjustment which need to be examined by expertsin deter-
mining whether institutional placement is necessary or not.ll•, 
In setting up its intake policies, therefore, the insti-': 
tution itself must have a clear working concept of the kinds !: I· 
of problems it is equipped to handle and the therapeutic role 
it is to play with each child accepted for treatment. The 
intake procedure must be consistent with the therapeutic pro-'' 
gram of the institution.l2,13 
11 Ibid. pp. 307-313 ii 
,, 
I; 
12 Hershel Al t, "The Role of the Psychiatric Social Worker in:; 
the Residential Treatment of Children, 11 Social Casework, 
32:364, 1951. 
13 Herschel Alt and Hyman Grossbeard, "Professional Issues 
in the Institutional Treatment of Delinquent Children," 
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 19:279-291, 1949 
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CHAPTER IV 
INTAKE POLICIES AT THE BRinLEY HOME 
The intake policies of the Bradley Home are described in'i 
general in the pamphlet that is sent to parents, referring 
agencies and physicians but are not specifically set down in 
any other form. This aims for greater flexibility in consi-
dering each child, but it does not give a clear picture of 
the criteria used in deciding whether or not the child should 
be admitted. In order more fully to examine these criteria, 
therefore, it was necessary to interview the members of the 
intake committee to determine what criteria they use in con-
sidering each applicant. This committee is composed of the 
medical director, chief psychiatric social worker, director 
of Childrens 1 Care department and director of the psychology 
department. The committee meets once weekly to consider 
applicants for admission. Other staff members who also have 
had contact with the child attend. At this time a decision 
is reached by the committee as a whole as to whether or not 
the child is one that can benefit from the type of treatment 
offered at the Bradley Home and whether he will also fit into 
the kind of program offered. 
" I In order for a child to be considered for admission cer-11 
tain referral procedures must be followed. The child must be:[ 
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referred by a practicing physician who has examined or treater 
him. This referral includes such information as the apparent,; 
intelligence of the child and a clinical description of the 
problem. If the child is referred by an agency, the agency 
must include a medical referral also. Following this an 
appointment is made for the child and his parents to be seen 
for an intake interview and examination. The parents are 
interviewed to get a picture of the type of behavior their 
child is exhibiting as well as a brief developmental picture. 
This interview also gives the worker an opportunity to ob-
serve the interplay between the parents and the parents and 
the child. An attempt is also made to get a picture of the 
environmental forces affecting this child. His adjustment 
to the home, school and community are studied. At this time 
the child is tested by the psychology department to get a 
valid estimate of his intelligence, and he is also examined 
by a doctor at the Home. 
Following this examination the child is then considered 
for admission by the intake committee. All evidence obtained 
from the examination and the referral source is considered 
in making this decision. In order to be eligible for admis-
,, 
1: 
sion the child must be under twelve years of age. His diffi-q 
!: 
culty must be primarily of an emotional nature. His poten-
tial intelligence must be in the normal range or higher. He 
should be the kind of child who might be able to benefit from!' 
the treatment offered at the Bradley Home. The Home is en-
tirely non-sectarian, and no restrictions are made on admis-
sion because of creed, race or sex. Preference for admission!! 
s given to those children who may be expected to profit most 
from treatment regardless of their geographical origin. 
Financial preference is given children whose residence is 
Rhode Island, however, as no child from Rhode Island is de-
nied admission solely because the parents cannot afford the 
rates. Children from other states can be admitted at some 
reduction in rate, but there is a minimum rate which must be 
met for these children. 
Within these broad limitations the intake committee i, con-11 
siders each child and decides on the advisability of admis-
sion for him. In order to determine what criteria each mem-
ber of the intake committee used, within these limits, the 
writer interviewed the members individually. The major 
questions ~sked were: "What are your criteria for deciding 
whether or not a child should be admitted?" and "How do you 
decide between inpatient and outpatient treatment for a 
child?" 
All members of the intake committee agreed that the 
child must show a potential for average intelligence. He 
must have an I Q of at least ninety and preferably ninety 
I five or above, unless there is definite evidence in the 
I 
II 
I 
psychological tests that his intellectual functioning is im-
lpaired by his emotional disturbance so that his potential 
!intelligence is higher than the test scores would indicate. ,: 
hildren younger than four should not be admitted as they wouldi:. 
ot easily fit into the group situation. Similarly an upper 
age limit of eleven or eleven and a half should be used be-
l cause the institutional program is not constructed for adoles-1 
!cent children. Except in rare cases where a short period of , 
treatment would seem indicated, children over this age would 
not be able to remain long enough to be sufficiently helped 
to warrant. admission. 
The illness must be primarily an emotional one. The 
child must be able to benefit from the type of treatment of-
fared at the Bradley Home. It is necessary to consider whe-
ther or not he would fit into the program and the group situ-
ation as it is constructed at the Bradley Home. The type of 
!problem the child has is also important. From experience it 
has been found that the numbers of schizophrenic children 
and delinquent children in each group must be controlled or 
the group can be adversely affected. Therefore, in terms of 
how soon the child can be admitted, this must be considered 
at the time of the intake conference. 
Children that would be eligible for admission and would 
benefit from the kind of treatment offered here are of the 
following kinds: The agency child, where there is no home 
25 
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,, 
I with which to work, where 
I 
repeated placements have been made !: 
land where it has been seen that the child cannot adjust to a 
I 
' jmore normal home type of environment. Situations where the 
conflict in the home is at such a pitch that removal of one 
of the family members is necessary in order to treat 
!i 
!i the sit-, 
rl 
uation. When the child is dangerous to himself and to others~ 
lwhere he is suicidal and/or homicidal, removal from the en-
vironment is needed and the child needs a protective thera-
I! ,, 
peutic type of environment. When the child's problem is wide~ 
I spread, so that the problem is visible in a number of differ-' 
ent spheres (school, home, community), it is indicative that :: 
I 
the problem is serious and that the child must be placed in a': 
less stressful environment in order to benefit from treat-
ment. Children who are primarily community problems and who 
are sufficiently upset so that the community will not put up 
with their antisocial activity need treatment on an inpatient 
basis. If other forms of treatment have been tried and 
j failed, or if there are no facilities for treatment available., 
to the child, inpatient treatment is indicated. 
All members emphasized that in considering each child 
I it must be remembered that outpatient treatment is always 
preferable to inpatient treatment, and inpatient treatment 
should be used only when the situation clearly demonstrates 
that it is the only thing that would be effective in helping 
the child. 
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CHAPTER V 
SURVEY OF APPLICATIONS FOR ADMISSION 
From January 1, 1950 to December 31, 1951 a total of one: 
I! 
hundred thirty-six applicants were seen for intake interviews~ 
Of these applicants, ninety were rejected and forty-six were 
accepted and placed on the waiting list. As of December 31, 
1951, twenty-four of the applicants had been admitted while 
twenty-two were awaiting admission. 
A review of the rejected applications revealed that the 
1
, 
decisions were reached for the following reasons: 
TABLE II 
REJECTED APPLICATIONS TO THE BRADLEY HOME 
JANUARY 1, 1950 TO DECEMBER 31, 1951a 
Reason for Rejection Number of Children 
. Intellectual retardation 26 
37 
9 
9 
_.2 
I Sui table for outpatient treatment 
Application withdrawn or not completed 
Change in environmental conditions 
Not treatable in terms of agency services 
Total 90 
a. Source: Intake records of the Emma Pendleton Bradley Home~ 
1950 and 1951. ' 
' 
\ In the twenty-six cases where the applications were re-
I jected on the basis of retardation this was established by 
means of intelligence tests administered at the Bradley Home. 
In all of these cases referral was made to state schools or 
other resources that could help these children. In the 
thirty-seven cases where it was felt that the child could be 
treated on an outpatient basis, recommendations to this ef-
feet were made to the parents and to the doctor or agency who 
originally referred the child, In the two groups, "applica-
tion withdrawn or not completed" and "change in environmental' 
conditions" the children had been tentatively accepted for 
admission at the time of the intake conference, The decision 
not to institutionalize the child came from the parents in 
these cases, In the category 11not treatable in terms of 
agency services" were included children who were above or 
near the upper age limit and children who were so disturbed 
that they required a more closely supervised environment than!; 
could be provided at the Bradley Home, 
In considering the forty-six applications that were 
accepted the variance of the waiting periods was striking. 
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TABLE III 
LENGTH OF TIME ON THE WAITING LIST OF CHILDREN 
APPLYING TO THE BRADLEY HOME 
JANUARY 1, 1950 TO DECEMBER 31, 1951a 
Length of Time 
in Months 
No. of' Children 
Admitted* 
No. of Children 
On Waiting Listc 
1-L. 5-B 
9-12 
13-15 
16-20 
21-24 
9 
5 
1 
1 
5 
1 
a. Source: Intake records of the Emma Pendleton Bradley 
Home, 1950 and 1951 
b. Length of time from date of application to date of 
admission to the Bradley Home. 
c. Length of time from date of application to December 31, 
1951. 
* Three cases omitted because the initial application was 
not available 
TABLE IV 
AGE OF CHILDREN ACCEPTED FOR ADMISSION TO THE BRADLEY HOME 
I JANUARY 1, 1950 TO DECEMBER 31, 1951a 
Age in 
Years 
Under 5 
5 
I 6 6 
I ~ 
I 1~ jn 
I a. Source: 
Nb. of Children 
Admitted 
0 
1 
~ 
6 
4 
1 
No. of Children 
on Waiting Listc 
1 
1 
4 
1 
8 
3 
2 
1 
Intake records of the Emma Pendleton Bradley 
Home, 1950 to 1951 
b. Age at the time of admission to the Bradley Home. 
c. Age on December 31, 1951 
===11===='~=~=====~~~'======,==~,,~~--,=~~==-~=~~==~ 
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' 
I lationship between the age of the child and the length of 
i time on the waiting list. However, there was as much varia-
tion within each age group as there was for the waiting list 
as ~whole. Therefore it did not appear that this was the 
explanation for the variance in waiting time. 
TABLE V 
PREVIOUS CONTACTS INCLUDING REFERRAL SOURCES OF THE FORTY-SIX 
CHILDREN ACCEPTED FOR ADMISSION TO THE BRADLEY HOME FROM 
JANUARY 1, 1950 TO DECEMBER 31, 1951a 
No.of Contacts No.of Contacts Total No. 
Sources for Children for Children on of 
Admitted Waiting List Contacts 
Psychiatric Clinic 12 11 23 
Hospital 2 4 6 
Medicalb 13 1~ 28 Agency 5 9 
School Clinic 1 2 3 
Juvenile Authority 1 2 3 
Minister 1 0 1 
Totals 35 38 73 
a. Source: Intake records of the Emma Pendleton Bradley 
Home 1950 to 1951 . 
b. This includes psychiatrists, pediatricians and family 
doctors. 
For the forty-six children who were seen during the 
period studied, there were seventy-three known contacts with 
doctors, clinics, hospitals, agencies and other community re-,1 
sources. Of the children who have been admitted there were 
fourteen who had had only one application. Five of these 
' 
' 
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il were with a doctor, five were with a psychiatric clinic, one 
was with a school clinic, two were with an agency and one was 
n:th a minister. Of the children on the waiting list ten had:, 
had a single known contact prior to admission. Seven of the~: 
contacts were with doctors, two with school clinics and one 
as with a social agency. 
There were twelve children on the waiting list and ten 
children who had been admitted who had had multiple contacts 
prior to admission. These ranged from two to four contacts 
per child. Nine waiting and nine admitted had had contacts 
with two sources, two waiting and one admitted had had con-
tact with three cources and one waiting had had contact with 
four sources. 
Of note is the preponderance of accepted applicants who 
!i 
had had some type of treatment prior to application. Twenty-!! 
three children had had contact with psychiatric clinics. 
Twenty-eight had had contact with doctors including psychia-
trists, pediatricians and family doctors. Nine had had agenct 
contacts and six had been studied in hospitals. School clini~ 
and juvenile authorities and the referral by the minister 
make up the balance. The length of treatment varied widely 
from case to case. Some clinic contacts were of a prolonged 
treatment nature while others were of a diagnostic nature. 
The medical referrals varied 
problem presented as well as 
i· 
depending upon the nature of theli 
the specialty of the referring !i 
I 
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! physician. Agency contacts tended more universally to be of 
I a long term case work treatment nature. Similarly the school 
' 1 clinics and the juvenile authorities had more consistently 
I 
worked with the child over a long period of time. The hospi-
tal referrals varied somewhat depending upon the problem in-
volved, but on the whole tended to be a short term intensive 
type of contact. The minister had had a long contact with 
the family and knew the situation well although he had not 
atte~pted to treat the situation. 
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The first eleven cases presented are those chosen at 
random from the active files of the Bradley Home. All iden-
tifying data have been eliminated or changed to preserve the 
confidentiality of the records, and a letter has been substi-
tuted for the name in all cases. For the outline used in the, 
analysis of cases, see Appendix B. 
"A" Case 
A was referred by the mental hygiene services 
and was seen as an applicant at Bradley Home. The 
referral stated that she was always tired, had 
nightmares, had recently lost weight and that she 
would not show affection to her father. 
The developmental picture as related by her parents 
revealed that A had pneumonia as an infant and there 
was a great deal of feeding difficulty. She was 
toilet trained by the time she was one year old and 
this was accomplished by coercion. When A was eight 
years old she had intimate sexual contact with a 
male for a period of six months. At the age of nine 
years she was hospitalized for tuberculosis and re-
mained in this hospital for one year. Since this 
hospitalization she has lost thirteen pounds, she 
screams out and walks in her .sleep, she complains 
continually of fatigue and fights constantly with 
her younger sibling. 
At the time of application it was felt that A could 
be treated on an outpatient basis and referral was 
made to a child guidance clinic. One month later 
the parents again applied. They had not accepted 
the referral and at this time it became apparent 
that the home situation was more disturbed than had 
previously been apparent. A was admitted' three 
' 
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months after the original application. At the time 
of admission she was eleven years, one month old. 
When A was first seen the impression was that the home 
situation was fairly good. In view of her hospitalization 
and the anxiety symptoms developing following this it was 
felt that A should remain home and be treated on an outpatientj 
basis. On further contact it became evident that the home 
situation was really quite disturbed. The parents had not 
followed through on the outpatient referral and seemed anxious 
to have her admitted. Their manner suggested that they were ' 
anxious to have her leave the home. Consequently it was de-
cided that inpatient treatment was needed. 
"B" Case 
B was referred by the medic~l director who had been 
seeing him on an outpatient basis. He had also been 
seen at a child guidance clinic that stated that he 
cooperated well and gave no evidence of difficulty, 
but the mother and the school continued to report 
disruptive behavior. 
Early development was said to have been normal except 
for choking spells at three to four years of age which 
were severe enough to result in cyanosis. He got 
along very well up until four years of age. Until 
this time he had been kept tied in the yard because 
the house was near to a heavily traveled road. Since 
his release he is said to have been hyperactive at 
home and in school. He began to feel that everyone 
was against him. He was stealing, setting fires, 
truanting, and bullying other children. He was bit-
ing his nails and was defiant and hostile toward all 
authority figures. 
His father was a craftsman who spends little time 
with him. His mother had been mentally ill. Both 
parents were rigid and put much emphasis on good 
I 
I 
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behavior. 
B was admitted four months after application was made. 
At the time of admission he was eight years old. 
When B was first seen by the medical director it was felt 
was felt that inpatient treatment was necessary. 
"C" Case 
C was referred by a childr_en 1 s agency that had had 
contact with him over a period of time. Through 
this agency he had attended a summer camp where he 
had been able to make a much better adjustment than 
he had been making at home. 
Pregnancy was normal but the delivery was difficult. 
C developed slowly and had poor coordination which 
has persisted to the present time. Toilet training 
was said to have been normal and uncomplicated. At 
the time of application he was said to be high strung 
and a poor loser. He would 11fly off the handle" if 
things did not go his way. He would not attempt to 
do anything unless he could complete it and is very 
determined in his attempts to do things. If he 
wanted to do anything he would do it despite objec-
tions to his activity. His concentration was poor 
and he was very restless. His father is described 
as a very high strung person who loses his temper 
very easily. C was admitted one month after applica-
tion. At this time he was nine years three months 
old. 
C. was unable to make a satisfactory adjustment in 
any area. 
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The father's strict demands on this handicapped child increas+ 
! ed his feelings of insecurity. A children 1 s agency had been 
I 
I working with this family. C's relatively good camp adjust-
! ment showed that he was better able to cope with the group 
situation than with the family. The decision for inpatient 
I treatment 
I! 
was made on this basis. 
"D" Case 
D was referred by a mental hygiene clinic where he 
had been examined. 
Birth and early development were said to have been 
normal. Toilet training was coercive. His mother 
worked and left him in the care of the paternal 
grandmother who had been hospitalized for a psycho-
sis previously. This grandmother talked with D 
about death, darkness and other fearful subjects. 
At the time of the application D was said to learn 
slowly in school, had nightmares, cried easily and 
was very shy with other children. 
His father completed only three grades in school 
although he is said to be intelligent, He is exact-
ing, high strung and hot tempered. He swears and 
yells at D because of his slowness. The mother had 
been working during most of D1 s life, and there is 
a great deal of friction between the mother and the 
paternal grandmother. The maternal grandmother is 
said to be mentally ill also. 
D was admitted one year and seven months after the 
application was made. At the time of admission he 
was nine years old. 
D was accepted and his name was placed on the waiting 
list because his emotional problem was severe and was affect-
ing his school and community adjustment as well as his ad-
justtlent to his family, The home situation was a disturbed 
36 
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successful treatment, 
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E was first referred by the minister who had known 
the family over a period of years. 
This pregnancy was unwanted by both parents. The 
mother was nauseous during the entlre pregnancy. 
Early development was said to have been normal. He 
was tied in the yard until he was five years old be-
cause he would wander away if left untied. Complaints 
at the time E was seen were that he was high strung, 
hyperactive, destructive, had nightmares, didn't get 
along with anyone, smeared feces, was disobedient, 
set fires, had day dreams, was upset easily and cried 
and vomited. 
The father was impatient with the children and the 
home was very unhappy. He was uneducated and the 
mother was ashamed of him. Economic conditions were 
described as marginal. The mother was diabetic,, had 
ulcers, high blood pressure, and had the residual 
effects of polio. The parents have little insight 
into E 1 s problems and it seemed as if they both re-
jected him. 
E was admitted eight months after the application was 
made. At the time of admission he was ten years two 
months old. 
E was accepted for admission because of the severity of !' 
,, 
his illness and because of the extreme distUDbance within the 
home situation. There was some delay in making admission 
arrar~ements due to the financial situation, but the parents 
were able to arrange this. From the initial contact they 
seemed to be very anxious to have him admitted so that he 
would cease being a disturbance to the home. 
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"F" Case 
F was referred by a child guidance clinic that had been 
working with her and her mother. 
F's early development was essentially normal. When 
she was four years old she and her mother discovered 
her father hanging in the bathroom. Her mothermld 
her that he was still alive and in the hospital for 
three months after this. The home situation had been 
disturbed prior to this incident as the father had been 
very depressed over the failure of his business. F 
witnessed many stormy scenes where her father was cry-
ing and screaming while the mother attempted to com-
fort him. During these scenes she would break in and 
try to 11 protect 11 her mother from her father. Since 
the death of her father F has become increasingly 
difficult to manage. She has been very independent 
and headstrong, very demanding of attention and has 
used hyperactive attention seeking mechanisms. She 
has developed rituals which she follows compulsively, 
such as touching herself between her legs, smelling 
objects, smelling her fingers after touching objects, 
a great concern about her bowel movements and has had 
the habit of clearing her throat repeatedly. 
F•s mother was a very rigid, driving woman. She 
pected perfection from F and put a great deal of 
phasis on cleanliness and neatness. 
ex-
em-
F was admitted one month after the application was 
made. She was seven years old at the time of admission. 
F was felt to be a very disturbed child. Outpatient 
II i treal;ment had not been effective and it was felt that removal, 
I from the home environment was necessary for effective treat- ' 
I ment of her neurosis. 
II 
'I 
"G" Case 
'I 
II !, G was referred by the Juvenile Court 
1'1 guidance clinic. He had come to the 
1
1 
the juvenile authorities by taking a 
1
1 shooting it off. 
and a child 
attention of 
pistol and 
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G's early development was normal. When he was three 
years old his father was drafted into the armed ser-
Vices and G started wandering away from home during 
this period. G's mother became psychotic when G was 
seven, but she remained in the home despite the 
seriousness of her condition. When G was eight years 
old his mother hit him with a bookend and he bled so 
badly from this blow that a transfusion was necessary. 
Shortly before he was seen at Bradley Home his mother 
was again hospitalized and his father placed him in 
a boarding school that he did not like. He ran away 
from this school repeatedly. He came to the attention 
of the juvenile authorities by shooting off a pistol. 
He was stealing and giving the things he stole aw.y. 
He had been truanting from school prior to this time. 
He showed no concern about his misdeeds when confronted 
with them. His drawings at the child guidance clinic 
showed a preoccupation with guns and cowboys. 
G1 s father had no insight into his condition. He saw 
no connection between G's behavior and his mother's 
behavior before her hospitalization. 
G was admitted three months after the application was 
made. He was nine years five months old at the time 
of admission. 
G•s behavior was disturbing to the community as well as 
! the father. I, 
!! 
His activity had brought him to the attention of· 
11 the Juvenile Court, and if placement at the Bradley Home had 
1
1
1 not been worked out, he would have been committed by the 
.I 
il court. 
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"H" Case 
H was referred by the neuro-psychiatric clinic of a 
hospital where he had been treated. 
H's early development was essentially normal. When 
he was six years old he developed tuberculosis 
meningitis and was hospitalized for this. During 
this hospitalization he became difficult to keep in 
bed and was hyperactive and abusive to the adults. 
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Since his discharge from the hospital he continued 
to be hyperactive, destructive and irritable. His 
attention span was very short, and he exhibited ex-
plosive temper tantrums. He also started having 
nocturnal eneuresis. 
H's father has had tuberculosis and this has been 
inactive since H was six. He has not worked, has 
remained in the home since this time. He is moody, 
irritable and has no insight into H1 s problems. 
H's mother is domineering, emotionally labile, ir-
ritable, feels very frustrated by H's behavior and 
has no understanding of it. 
II il At the time of the first contact it was recommended that' 
II outpatient treatment in the neuropsychiatric clinic that had 
I[ referred H be continued. Medication to control the hyper-
1 
11 acti1tity was given. Since his disruptive behavior in school 
II made it impossible for him to remain in the classroom si tua-
11 tion, a home teacher was suggested. It was felt, in view of 
i his long hospitalization, that outpatient treatment should 
i 
1 be tried so that he could remain at home. 
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Eight months after the original application the family 
again applied for admission for H. His hyperactive, 
destructive behavior had continued. His father had 
been hospitalized again and this was very upsetting 
to H. He had started attacking other children when 
they teased him. 
H was admitted nine months after the re-application 
(seventeen months after the original application) was 
made. He was eight years five months old at the time 
of admission. 
Outpatient treatment was recommended for H upon the ori-1 
I[ ginal application. However, this did not prove effective, 
li so the case was reconsidered and his name was placed on the 
~ting list with continued outpatient treatment recommen~d~e~d~~~~~~~ 
d 
I 
during the waiting period. 
"I" Case 
"I" was referred by the school clinic. His disobed-
ience in school brought him to the attention of this 
clinic and the referral was made after they found it 
impossible to work with the family. 
11 I 1 s 11 paternity was doubtful. His parents were mar-
ried one month before his birth and when 11I 11 was six 
months old his parents separated, From this time 
until he was four years old he had three or four fos-
ter home placements, Also during this period he had 
ecxema, scarlet fever and pertussis. At the age of 
seven he had pneumonia. The father states that he 
was neglected until he was four years old at which 
time the father obtained custody. 11I 11 was then brought 
into the father's home. The father had remarried and 
the stepmother did not like "I". At the time of ap-
plication "I" was said to be restless during his sleep, 
was setting fires, had a short attention span, was 
hyperactive, had done some stealing, lied protectively 
about this stealing, was disobedient at home and in 
school, had no friends his own age, and was trying to 
obtain knives saying he wanted to kill people, He had 
a speech defect which had become less marked as he was 
attending speech clinic. 
11I 11 appeared to be completely rejected by his father 
and stepmother, He was not considered an integral 
part of the family constellation. The parents rejected 
the possibility of referral to a child guidance clinic 
saying that it was too inconvenient, 
11 I 11 was admitted four months after the application was 
made, He was nine years five months old at the time 
of admission, 
The disturbed behavior 11 I 11 exhibited was effecting his 
school performance and his social adjustment as well as his 
relationship to his family. The extreme rejection of this 
boy by his parents made the possibility of successful out-
patient treatment very unlikely, The parents rejected the 
'· I 
if suggestion of child guidance clinic by. saying it would be too. 
'I 
I inconvenient. Therefore inpatient treatment for this child 
' was decided upon. 
I! 
l,f 
ii "J" Case 
J was referred by a family service and children's 
agency that had known the family over a long period 
of time and had had contact with the boy when they 
made camp arrangements for him. 
Early development was essentially normal. Complaints 
at the time of application were school difficulty 
with a recent demotion on the basis of his disobed-
ience, hyperactivity, destruction of clothes, bicycle 
tires, wall paper, etc., temper tantrums and nail 
biting. 
J's father is very punitive and hostile toward him. 
The father has been told that J 1 s behavior is caused 
by his antagonistic attitude toward the boy. He ac-
cepted this but has not tried to alter his attitude. 
He said he beats the boy because he did not want him 
to be like he was. The mother tried to understand 
J 1 s difficulties but did not seem to have any insight 
into his problems. Her whole attitude seemed cold, 
unemotional and was suggestive of unconscious rejection.: 
J was admitted nine months after the application was 
made. He was nine years ten months old at the time 
of admission. 
J had difficulty both at school and at home. He was 
openly rejected by his father. His mother overprotected but 
also rejected him. This family had been worked with by an 
agency over a period of years but the problems exhibited by 
J became progressively worse. Since the family had not res-
ponded to treatment the outlook for successful outpatient 
treatment was doubtful. It was felt, therefore, that separa;1 
ii tion 
,! 
from the family would be necessary for successful treat-
~~ ment. 
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K was referred by a children's agency and a child 
guidance clinic. The children's agency had known 
this child since infancy and had been trying to 
work with the mother. The child guidance clinic had 
seen him but had not been able to treat his problems 
successfully while he remained at home. 
K was an illegitimate child. His mother first claimed 
to be married, but later admitted that she was not. 
K was placed repeatedly in foster homes since birth. 
As he grew older he interpreted these placements as 
rejection by the mother. When he was seen at the time 
of the intake interview the complaints were temper, 
hyperactivity, talkativeness, stealing and truancy. 
He had frequent nightmares, was very aggress:ive to-
ward his mother and had threatened self mutilation 
when upset. 
K's mother expressed her ambivalent feelings toward 
K freely. She said, "I should have died when he was 
born!" However, she refused to give custody of this 
child to the state and had not lost interest in work-
ing out a solution to the problem of his care. She 
was a very disturbed woman. She had been promiscuous, 
had many somatic complaints and has had a very erratic 
work history. 
K was admitted two months after application was made. 
' He was six years ten months old at the time of admissioni. 
K is the product of a very upset moth~r, disturbed home 
environment, and frequent foster home placements. OUtpatient 
I 
I 
treatment had been tried and a children's agency had been 
I 
,I 
,, 
II 
II 
working with this family since K's birth. 
treatment was felt to be indicated. 
,I Therefore inpatient 
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The following seven cases are those randomly chosen from~ 
the waiting list of the Bradley Home. 
11L" Case 
L1 s mother first contacted the Bradley Home, when L 
was four years old at the suggestion of her doctor. 
This time she said that L was hyperactive, willful, 
had tantrums, was stuttering and had convulsions. 
L was not seen at this time and appointment was made 
to see him later. His mother did not bring him in 
for this appointment. 
Three years later L was again referred to the Bradley 
Home by another doctor. At this time complaints were 
that he wad disobedient, belligerent, misbehaved in 
school, had a short attention span, was destructive, 
hyperactive, and had been setting some fires. 
Early development was said to have been normal. At 
the age of eight months he had his first convulsion, 
and at the age of two years had his second. Since 
this time he had been receiving medication to control 
these. When L was an infant his mother and father 
separated frequently and he witnessed many arguments. 
They were divorced when he was four. L had been 
placed in many foster homes and schools, and had not 
lived regularly with his mother since before the 
divorce. He was beaten unmercifully by a foster 
mother a short time before he was seen at the Bradley 
Home. This had been so severe that the police step-
ped in and removed the child from the foster home 
and notified the mother of this action. 
The father was epileptic as a child and had temper 
tantrums as an adult. He was irresponsible and had 
no interest in L. The mother was rejecting and hostile 
toward L. She said, "How can I love him when I feel 
he is trying to get the better of me?" 
On December 31, 1951 L had been on the waiting list 
for one year and four months and he was eight years 
and six months old. 
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On first contact, even though L was not seen, it was 
II felt that he might be a candidate for admission, However, 
I 
I 
!I 
It 
II 
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his mother did not follow through on these plans, On second 
contact L was showing evidence of a more severe disturbance 
than was described previously. The mother's rejection of 
this boy was freely verbalized, The problem behavior was be~; 
ing shown in school and in the community, With the fire set-<, 
ting and destructiveness he was becoming a community problem., 
The home situation was poor in that he had been ~iving in a 
variety of foster homes and had had very poor experiences 
I 
in these, Since there wasn't a good relationship with a home
11 
to work with it was felt that inpatient treatment would be 
necessary. 
"M" Case 
M was referred to the Bradley Home by the Juvenile 
Court, He had previously been seen by a neuropsy-
chiatrist at their request, The report from this 
doctor stated that M showed evidence of psychopathic 
behavior at home and inthe community and that the 
basis for this behavior was a neurotic fear of death, 
M was the first child of a seventeen year old unmar-
ried girl who was treated for syphilis during this 
pregnancy. He was adopted at the age of seven months 
by a childless couple who have since had a large 
family of their own, His development is said to have 
been normal. At the time he was seen complaints were 
that he had been stealing, was destructive, was un-
manageable at home and at school, truancy and poor 
school work. 
The father is a service man and has been at home very 
little during M's life. The mother feels completely 
4.5 
unable to cope with M and resents the father's 
absences as she feels that it is too difficult 
for her to bring up the children alone. There 
are two male boarders in the home. One of these 
is the mother's cousin wi1o, she states, makes her 
beat M and of whom M is afraid. 
On December 31, 1951, M 
list for one month. At 
five months old. 
had been on the waiting 
this time he was ten years, 
The na'ture of M' s problems had lead to difficulty with 
The father, a service man, is out of ' 
the home most of the time. The mother is rejecting, says 
that she can't handle M and has her cousin, of whom M is 
afraid, help with the disciplining. Removal from the home 
environment was thus felt to be necessary. 
"N" Case 
N was first referred by a pediatrician when she was 
four years old. At the time of this referral it was 
felt that outpatient treatment would be effective. 
When she was seven years old the child guidance clinic 
referred her again saying that they felt that there 
was a possibility that this child was schizophrenic. 
Her name was placed on the waiting list at this time 
and within a year a vacancy was available for her. 
However, the parents at this time did not want to have 
her admitted. A few months later her name was again 
placed on the waiting list on the advice of the family 
physician. 
Complaints were that N had not developed clear speech 
and most of her communication was done by means of 
gestures. She grimaced and had stereotyped gestures 
and inappropriate smiling. She exhibited hostile be-
havior especially toward her mother. 
Pregancy was full term. Development was normal ex-
cept for the slowness of the speech. At the age of 
four she was saying a few words and her comprehension 
was very good. 
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The father has &ways participated in the training 
of this child. The mother is overprotective and is, 
herself, a very disturbed person. 
On December 31, 1951, N1 s 
ing list for nine months. 
months old at this time. 
name had been on the wait-
She was eight years four 
N was felt to be an extremely disturbed child when seen 
the child guidance clinic. They felt that outpatient 
treatment could not be effective. Although N1 s mother severa~ 
times withdrew her name from the waiting list it was felt that 
' 
this child was badly in need of treatment. For this reason 
her name was put back on the waiting list when herrrother re-
quested it, and it was felt that every effort should be made 
to have this child admitted. 
11 011 Case 
0 was referred by the family doctor and the child 
guidance clinic. The clinic reported that he had 
psychosomatic headaches and had made suicidal 
threats. 
0 was an unwanted child. The mother was ill with 
nausea during the pregnancy and made an unsuccess-
ful abortion attempt during the sixth month of preg-
nancy. Birth was normal. He was not breast fed 
because of the mother 1 s 1nervousness." He had severe 
attacks of diarrhea from the age of three months 
until nine months. The mother stated at the time 
of the intake interview that 0 would not go to school. 
He refuses to leave the house because he is afraid 
to leave his mother, and exhibits somatic complaints 
whenever he has to leave his mother. He has mas-
turbated in an exhibitionistic manner in the pre-
11 sence of his mother and thirteen year old sister. 
·I 
I' 'rhe father feels that there is nothing wrong with 0. '.rhe mother is extremely unstable. She breaks down 
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I and cries, complaining of pain, at the slightes indi-
====t======cation of stress. There is no physical basis for=h=e=r==~========== 
I 
various somatic complaints, If 0 is present at these 
times he will run to the street looking for someone 
to help. 
On December 31, 1951, 0 1 s name had been on the wait-
ing list for one month, He was nine years, eight 
months old at this time. 
0 had been seen at the child guidance clinic and it was 
il 
'I this agency that referred him. 
II 
He was rejected from birth by 
l1 his parents, The extremely upsetting home situation made 
II !i effective treatment by child guidance clinic impossible, and 
,, 
1! his name was placed on the waiting list. 
]! 
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11 "p'l Case 
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P was referred to the Bradley Home by a children's 
agency that had only known him a short time. 
Complaints were that P had set fire to some curtains 
in the home, He refused to play with children his 
own age, He had a habit of lying. There were peri-
odic episodes of truancy, These things had been 
noted for three months prior to application, the 
:?eriod of time that he had been living with his mother. 
Parents were divorced when P was nine months old. 
This was because of father's unfaithfulness. From 
this time until P was seven years old he was in five 
different foster home.s, These placements lasted from 
one month to three years. P had had no contact with 
his father, and his father did not contribute to his 
support, 
On December 31, 1951, P1 s name had been on the wait-
ing list one year and eight months. At this time he 
was eight years eleven months old, 
P evidently adjusted fairly well during his early years. 
'I 
'I !i 
II His problem behavior became evident when he returned to live 
1
1 with his mother, His mother was rejecting, resented the 
II 
I 
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11 father's lack of support for this child. She had only lived 
!I 
!I with this child for three months prior to application. His 
I! name was placed on the waiting list and since this time the 
!I mother and the agency have contacted Bradley Home frequently 
II saying that P 1 s behavior is growing worse. 
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"~" Case 
~ was referred by the family doctor. Complaints were 
that he had convulsions since the age of three months, 
was destructive, physically aggressive toward younger 
brother, cried persistently, throws things for no ap-
parent reason. Pregnancy was normal except for toxemia, ,, 
for which the mother was hospitalized three weeks before 
delivery. At three months, five months, nine months, 
and one year ~ had grandmal seizures. Since one year 
he has had two to five seizures per day. Medication 
has not controlled these. 
The parents disagree as to how the children should be 
raised. The mother states that the father was neurotic, 
and he felt that Q is not ill but had the convulsions 
because he was spoiled. The father constantly "hollers" 
at the children and contradicts anything the mother 
tells them to do. Mother seems to have some understand-
ing of the problem, seemed anxious to see Q get help. 
Mother had great concern about her sterilization which 
was necessitated because of danger to her health of 
further pregnancy. This has raised a great deal of 
emotional conflict for her because of religious consid-
erations. She shows mild bemore and emotional 
instability. 
Q's name was placed on the waiting list. On December 31, 
1951 he had been waiting two months. His age at that 
time was two years eleven months. 
The decision to place Q's name on the waiting list was 
made but it was decided that he could not be admitted until 
he reached the age of four. This was discussed with the 
parents and they decided to keep the application active 
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despite this. The mother was referred to a case work agency 
for help with her personal problems. 
"R" Case 
R was referred by the family doctor. He was apparently 
normal except for quiet, shy behavior and occasional 
nocturnal eneuresis and encopresis until he was seven 
years old. At this time he was struck by a car. He 
was unconscious for twelve hours. One month after this 
accident the family and doctor noted marked hyperactiv-
ity, short attention span, loss of memory for material 
l<3arned previously in school, seclusiveness, mumbling 
and talking to himself, fire setting, destructiveness 
and truancy. Parents stated that attempts to treat this 
by spanking and placing him with relatives did not work. 
R was a planned and wanted child. He was the seventh 
and youngest child in a family of eight boys. The old-
e,3t of these is thirty-one and the next to youngest 
child is eighteen. There are no siblings living in the 
home. Both parents c+aimed affection for this child. 
However, they spent little time with R as they both 
work. While they are out of the home R is cared for by 
relatives. Parents are middle aged. Little affection 
or understanding is demonstrated toward the child. 
Mother assumes the punitive and aggressive role, while 
father attempts to rationalize the child's behavior. 
Little insight is demonstrated. 
On December 31, 19.51, R1 s name had been on the waiting 
list for eight months. He was eight years, ten months 
old at this time. 
R1 s name was placed on the waiting list because the type 
of behavior exhibited constitutes a problem to the community 
as well as to the home. The parents' rigidity and lack of 
insight constitute a real problem in trying to work with this,. 
child on an outpatient basis. Their frequent communications 
with Bradley Home indicate their desire to have R placed 
away from the home. 
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The following eight cases were selected from the rejected. 
files to represent those instances where outpatient rather 
'than inpatient treatment is considered the proper plan for the 
·chil.ci. 
"s" Case 
S was referred to Bradley Home by the school. Com-
plaints were hyperactivity, school performance below 
his capacity, hypersensitiveness toward school mates, 
nightmares in which he thought a man with a knife was 
going to kill him. He truants occasionally. He slept 
in the same bed with his mother. The mother stated 
that she couldn't understand why the school referred 
him because she didn't think there was anything wrong 
with s. 
Parents were divorced ·when S was five years old. 
Mother had a boy friend but did not want to re-marry. 
She said that the first marriage was a mistake. 
Mother had no insight into the child's problem. She 
rejected S, said. she has her own ideas about educa-
tion and S behaved better than other children in the 
neighborhood did. She considered his eneuresis nor-
~al saying she was eneuretic until age fourteen. 
S was nine years, four months old at the time of 
application. 
'rhis mother could not have accepted inpatient treatment 
for s. She did not feel he was a problem and only brought 
him to be examined because of pressure from the school. The 
mother's identification with this boy might be used effect-
ively by an outpatient clinic despite the underlying rejectkn 
if she would follow through on this referral. 
BOSTON UNJVEi,SITY 
SCHOOL OF SOCiAL WORK 
LIBRARY 
"T" Case 
T was referred to the Bradley Home by the family doc-
tor because sleep had been seriously disturbed for a 
period of one month. 
The early development picture was essentially normal. 
One month prior to the examination T woke up scream-
ing with a nightmare. She said that there were holes 
in her bed. The crying lasted for two hours. Since 
this time she awakes occasionally at night crying but 
can be comforted by her mother. 
T was separated from her family for a period of ten 
days, eleven days prior to the first nightmare. Her 
mother was in the hospital at this time. However, 
she had been separated previously for as long as two 
weeks without any remarkable consequences. T is 
occasionally aggressive toward her two year old sis-
ter and seems to fear her father who slaps her as a 
disciplinary measure. Both parents seemed to be sin-
cerely interested in T1 s welfare. Parents were refer-
red back to their family doctor to whom a full report 
was sent. Child guidance clinic was recommended if 
the symptoms persisted. 
'r was three years nine months old at the time of the 
application. 
T1 s anxiety symptoms were of recent origin and were, 
::seemingly, connected with separation from her mother. The 
.·relationship between the parents seemed to be good and their 
interest in, and concern for the child seemed genuine. 
'
1 
Therefore outpatient treatment would be preferable. 
"U" Case 
U was referred to Bradley Home by the family doctor 
and a psychiatrist who had also been consulted. Com-
plaints were that U had been nervous since infancy, 
always wanted his own way, had temper tantrums, (at 
home, not at school) was aggressive to his brother 
a.ge five, was disobedient and bit his nails. 
During the pregnancy the father was drafted and the 
mother stated she nearly had a nervous breakdown 
during his absence, Early development was essen-
tially normal, Toilet training was started early 
and was mildly coercive. The father returned home 
when U was two, At the age of five U underwent a 
tonsilectomy to which he had a panic reaction. U 
had a marked fear of dogs and doctors. He has night-
mares. He was doing well in school. 
The father was an undemonstrative person but the 
parental relationship is apparently satisfactory, 
Mother was over-protective and over-solicitous to 
U but 11 can 1 t help herself", SJ. e had been nervous 
all of her life, but didn't know why, She was tense 
during the interview and obviously lacked confidence 
in U, 
The parents were referred to a child guidance clinic 
where all members of the family could receive psycho-
therapy. They were told that the application would 
be reconsidered if this did not work out, 
U was six years, four months old at the time of the 
application. 
U's problems were mostly in relation to his adjustment 
at home. The parents had a good relationship to him and ex-
:ihibited a lot of feeling for U. However, the mother com-
!: 
! plain:3 of "nervousness". Despite this there were enough 
'I strengths in the home situation to make outpatient treatment 
prefePable. 
"V" Case 
V was referred to the Bradley Home by her doctor. 
Complaints at this time were that she had been hav-
:l.ng screaming spells for one month, She has had a 
total of five of these. Prior to this she had al-
ways been shy and quiet, orderly and obedient. She 
would hide under the bed when disturbed by anything. 
As an infant she would cover her eyes with her arms 
when approached by anyone. 
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When V was twenty-two months old her father died and 
her mother went to work, placing her in an infant's 
home. She has remained in this institution, visiting 
her mother on weekends. The visits with her mother 
have been good. A warm relationship exists between 
them and this had not changed. 
The precipitating factor in the screaming spells· 
seemed to have been the arrival of a new superinten-
dent to the institution. This woman is described as 
being a cold person while the previous superintendent 
was a warm person. The first screaming spell took 
place on the day this woman arrived. 
The impression was that this was an acute anxiety 
attack superimposed on a neurosis of long duration, 
probably dating from the time of the father's death 
and the separation from the mother. It was felt that 
a change of residence would be very upsetting to V 
at this time. Child guidance clinic was recommended. 
V was nine years, two months old at the time of the 
application. 
V1 s anxiety attacks were of recent origin and seemed to 
be connected with a specific event in her life. She was an 
insecure child who had felt some security in her preent place!-
ment. It was felt that a change would be even more upsetting' 
to her and outpatient treatment was recommended. 
"W" Case 
W was referred to the Bradley Home by a hospital that 
had seen him for a period of observation. The com-
plaints were weakness and shaking of his arm for a 
period of ten days. The hospital had found no physi-
cal basis for this condition. 
W was the only child of an unmarried woman. His 
early development was normal. He had been cared for 
by an overindulgent, overprotective grandmother until 
six months prior to the onset of his symptoms. His 
grandmother died at this time and he went to live with 
his rigid, overdemanding mother who was very intent 
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on teaching him the difference between right and wrong. 
The mother, who had had a seventh.grade education, had 
worked since she left school. Her main drive, coupled 
with repressed rejection of W, seemed to be to prevent 
W from ~aking the mistakes she had made. The impres-
sion was that this was a case of conversion hysteria 
which could be treated on an outpatient basis. 
W was eight years, two months old ~the time of the 
application. 
W's conversion symptoms followed a very drastic change 
in his whole life. The duration of this symptom had not been:; 
long at the time he was seen. Child guidance clinic was re-
commended because it was felt the mother could be helped with' 
handling this child and the problem could be worked out with~ 
the home situation. 
"X" Case 
X was referred by the family doctor. Complaints were 
that X had been running away, was disobedient, had 
temper tantrums and petit mal epilepsy. 
Development was normal until the age of fifteen months, 
at which time petit mal attacks started. These occur 
two to three times a week and can be controlled by 
1nedication. He is hyperactive, disobedient, destruc-
·~ive, and has run away, but this behavior subsides when 
he is given more attention by his mother. 
Mother appeared to be neurotic and beside herself. 
She has three other children. She separated from the 
father in 1949, when X was four years old, because of 
marital conflict and turmoil in the home. She feels 
that X has organic brain damage and is not aware of 
the part that separating from her husband has had in 
bringing about this behavior problem. X was placed in 
an orphanage following this separation, and only sees 
his mother on vivits. 
Child guidance clinic treatment was recommended. X was 
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five years, seven months old at the time of the 
application, 
X was already in an institution at the time of the appli~ 
ii cation. A change at this point might be very upsetting to 
' 
;. him, The hyperactivity and attention seeking behavior seem 
' ,,
' directly related to his need for attention from his mother. 
, Outps.tient treatment would then seem preferable since another• 
lmove at this point would mean toW that he was being further 
;rejected by his mother. 
"Y" Case 
Y was referred to the Bradley Home by the family doctor •. • 
She was referred for temper tantrums and episodes sim-
ulating petit mal epilepsy, 
Y is the older of two children, The pregnancy was 
planned, Early development and training were normal. 
:3he has no problem at school, Since the birth of the 
younger sibling when Y was six, Y has been having 
temper tantrums lasting about three minutes. These 
are precipitated by frustrating situations, Parents 
first treated these with spankings and deprivation of 
privileges but these measures were ineffective, On 
the advice of their doctor they have discarded puni-
tive measures. About the same time Y started having 
episodes of blankness lasting a few seconds, 
Y has demonstrated no overt hostility toward her sib-
ling, but sometimes screams "I hate You" at her mother. 
She is domineering with other children. 
Child guidance clinic was recommended and electro-
encephalographic study to determine the cause of the 
spells, 
Y was seven years two months old at the time of the 
application, 
Y1 s tantrums seemed connected with the advent of a young• 
er sibling, although she cannot express her hostility 1 
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directly. The adjustment in all areas except the home ap-
pears to be very good. Therefore outpatient treatment was 
recommended. 
"Z" Case 
Z was referred to the Bradley Home by the family doctor., 
Complaints at the time of application were that since · 
he was three to four years old Z has been smelling 
his hands after touching objects. As time went on he 
started making peculiar motions around his nose with 
his hands. More recently he began "sniffing" con-
stantly. One year prior to examination started in-
sisting that his shoe laces be tied very tightly and 
his belt be buckled tightly. A few months prior to 
examination be began shrugging his shoulders fre-
quently, turning his head to the left and putting his 
right arm in an outstretched position. Later recur-
rent jerks of the head to the sides became apparent. 
When this was called to Z1 s attention repeatedly the 
jerking decreased. Nocturnal eneuresis has always 
been present. 
Z was a wanted child. The pregnancy was difficult. 
Early development was essentially normal. At the age 
of five he was placed in a pre-primary grade and there 
has always been a great emphasis on school achieve-
ment. At the time of application he had completed 
four grades maintaining a B average. All of his 
teachers found him an unusually tense child. The 
father regrets the lack of education and impresses Z 
with the importance of this. 
There was a great deal of tension in the home. Dis-
cord between mother and paternal grandparents was 
present. Mother has had several hospitalizations and 
was still not well. She states her reaction to Z 
depends upon her state of health. The father is more 
stern with Z than he is with the younger sibling. The 
mother seems to have more understanding of Z1 s illness 
than the father has. 
It was recommended that Z be placed back in the fourth 
grade where less pressure will be put on him and where 
it will be more in line with his chronological age. 
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A referral was made to the family service agency and 
it was hoped that the parents would learn to more 
permissive with z. 
Z's family had put a great deal of pressure on him and 
!':it SE>ems as if the father was trying to live his dreams 
through his son. Referral to family service was made because 
it seemed Z was reacting to the total family situation. The 
parents needed help with their personal problems so that they· 
could help z. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis the writer has attempted to study the u~ 
I, 
; of the intake interview in considering the applications for 
i admission to the Emma Pendleton Bradley Home. To do this it 
:I 
j, was necessary to determine first what the criteria were for 
I' 
" ideciding whether or not to admit the child and then to study 
the interviews to determine how these criteria were applied. 
Through interviewing the members of the intake commit-
tee i·t appeared that the following policies were generally 
used l)n considering an application for admission: 1. The 
child must be between the ages of four and eleven or eleven 
and one half. 2. His illness must be primarily an emotional 
one. 3. His intelligence potential must be at least normal. 
4. OUtpatient treatment is always considered to be preferable· 
to inpatient treatment unless the nature or severity of the 
illness makes outpatient treatment impossible. 5. In decid-
ing upon inpatient treatment for the child the severity and 
nature of the illness, the home environment that the child 
has to cope with, the pressures on the child from the com-
il muni ty and the home, the kind of ad jus tmen t that he is making , ;, 
' 
'to his environment, and the response to outpatient treatment 
i: if thia has been attempted are all taken into consideration. 
1 
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In the two year period studied there were no children 
whose application was accepted under the age of four or over 
' 
! the Etge of eleven and one half with the exception of one child 
age two. This child's name was placed on the waiting list 
with the understanding that he would not be admitted before 
he was four years old. In studying the cases that were re-
jected it is apparent that the largest single group is made 
up of those children considered suitable for outpatient trea~' 
ment. The next largest group are those children whose poten- i· 
,tial intelligence was found to be below the normal range. 
The case studies presented illustrated the kinds of 
information obtained in the intake interview as well as the 
way in which this information was utilized. The emphasis on 
diagnostic and historically dynamic material in these inter-
views is evident. This is necessary since this information 
is used as the basis on which to decide whether or not the 
child should be admitted to the Bradley Home. 
In considering the group of case studies as a whole, iti 
i appears that those accepted for admission are suffering from 
more severe emotional disturbances than those rejected. In 
the rejected group the families seemed to have more strengths' 
and positive attributes that could possibly be utilized on 
an outpatient basis. 
A survey of the previous contacts of all children 
accepted for admission reveals that the majority of these 
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'children had been treated on an outpatient basis prior to 
i. appLication. It is unfortunate that the number of referrals 
I 
:1 by paychiatrists could not be determined as this would have 
i• 
il been of value to this study. However, the writer does know 
that quite a few of the medical referrals were made by psy-
chiatrists. The contacts by agencies, clinics, and doctors 
., make up the greatest proportion of treatment sources used 
1! • I! prlor to application. The preponderance of children, there- ' 
ii ;1 fore, who were accepted for admission during this period I 
II were those for whom outpatient treatment had already been 
II 
!i tried. 
ii In considering the length of time that a child's name 
•' 
il remained on the waiting list it was first observed that the 
~ i I ' 
!!major:::.ty of children admitted had waited eight months or less~ 
:! 
' 
1
i In the group of children still on the waiting list, the ma-
~~ 
j, jority had been waiting eight months or less. There was, 
'! 
' I: however, larger proportion of children in this group who had 
li 
1been waiting more than eight months than was found in the 
,, 
' 
iigroup that had been admitted. In considering the waiting 
il 
1 time o.f the children in the case studies, six were found to 
I 
!I 
!i have waited more than eightmonths. Three of these were 
,, 
' 
1: children still on the waiting list and three were children 
ii 
ilwho had been admitted. D was on the waiting list one year 
i !,and seven months before he was admitted. From the informatio~ 
II 
II obtained from the intake interview it was apparent that D was !: 
II 
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not a community problem in that he was not externalizing his 1 
problem and getting into difficulty in this way. Thus there 
was no great pressure from the community to have him admit-
ted rapidly, The waiting period for H was nine months from 
the time the application was reconsidered and his name placeq, 
on the waiting list, He was being seen on an outpatient 
basis at a neuropsychiatric clinic but his hyperactivity and, 
aggressiveness excluded him from school and were constitut-
ing a community problem as well as a problem in the home, 
J wa:t ted a total of nine months before he was admitted. A 
disturbed home situation as well as school difficulty was 
described. L had been waiting for admission for one year and 
four months at the time this study was made, i The relation-
ship between L and his mother was described as being poor anc1; 
he was engaged in destructiveness and fire setting. N had 
been on the waiting list for nine months. Outpatient clinic 
had felt she was a very disturbed child. However, there had, 
been difficulty in arranging admission as her mother had 
'' twice halted plans for admission. P had been on the waiting, 
' list for one year and eight months. However, the mother re- , 
ported his disturbed behavior had only been present a rcla-
tively short period of time at the time application was made. 
Of the eleven case studies of children who were admittecj' 
:' seven of these were admitted within four months of the ori- 1, 
ginal application, With A the combination of her age and th~ 
i; 
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;'disturbed home situation with the lack of cooperation on the 
part of the parents were probably important in having her 
admitted within three months. B had been seen by the medical, 
director and by an outpatient clinic and it was not possible 
to treat him on an outpatient basis. Similarly F, who was on:, 
the waiting list for only one month, had been referred by an 
outpatient source that had felt inpatient treatment was 
needed. C had shown, by his adjustment to the camp, that he 
could adjust well to the group situation. G was rebelling 
; actively against the environment and was in conflict with the 
:authorities. I 1 s family were so completely rejecting that 
they refused to utilize outpatient resources, and I's problem 
behavior was getting him into trouble with the school. K was 
extremely disturbed in all areas of his adjustment. Outpa-
tient treatment had not been effective for him. 
In comparing these two groups, it might be said gener-
ally that the group that waited less than four months was 
made up of children for whom removal from the home was urgent;, 
; Howev•~r, H was very disturbed and his behavior as described 
,: in the intake interview was similar to that exhibited by 
,, 
;i 
:: childPen who were admitted more rapidly. Thus this general-
'i 
: ity cannot be universally applied. 
Another factor influencing the length of time a child's 
!i 
I! name I'emains on the waiting list is the vacancies available 
il and the make up of the group which the child would be placed 
I, 
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!, in. This had not been investigated in this study. However, 
it would seem on the basis of the evidence collected, that 
this might be one of the determining factors in deciding how 
soon the child can be admitted. In order to determine this 
further investigation will be necessary. 
For further study it would be of value to make a system-, 
!! 
i atic comparison of accepted and rejected cases from the point 1 
' 
'I 
i! of view of the intake policy. 
Appn~~ • 1(_&,~ 
1B~. Co~a~t 
Dean 
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SCHEIXJLE OF STUDY 
Appendix B 
Name 
li 
:!Age 
' 
' I 
Sex 
: Referred by 
Doctor 
Clinic 
Hospital 
Complaints for Which Referred 
Social Adjustment 
Fwnily 
School 
Intelligence 
Normal or Above 
Potentially Normal 
Below Normal 
'Family Background 
Economic Status 
Attitude of Parents Toward Child 
i Developmental Picture 
I' 
,I i' Disposition 
I' 
I Placed on Waiting List 
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:, Referred 
Other Age.ncy 
Doctor 
01~her Ins ti tu ti on 
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Appendix C 
Copy of form used in recording Intake Interviews 
EMlt.A PENDLETON BRADLEY HOME 
East Providence, R.I. 
PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION 
Information to be recorded on patients 
who are examined at the hospital 
to determine their suitability 
for admission later 
Full name of the patient; nickname in parenthesis after it 
,,Date of birth of the patient 
'I 
1 Full name of the parents, their address, and present telephom 
number '· 
iFull name, address, and phone number of the referring 
physician 
:,Date of the examination 
',Statement as to who was seen (the patient, parents, social 
workers, etc,) 
Names of all members of the hospital staff who saw them 
'Brief statements of not more than three sentences each on 
1. Chief complaints and duration of each 
2. Past medical and social history in so far as it relates 
to the chief complaints 
) •• Data on intelligence of the patient 4 l'ast and present treatment for chief complaints 
Be specific about dose and name of all medicines. 
5. Attitudes and intelligence of the parents in so far as 
it would affect treatment of the patient 
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Positive findings on physical, mental, and psychological 
examination 
il I, 
fjDiagnostic impression 
Definite detailed statement as to disposal of the case 
Name of person writing this report 
